
 
 

Why getting a smartphone online is better than scrambling 
in the brick-and-mortar handset stores 

If we were to look at shopping experiences a decade ago, it would look 
something like this: either a consumer would walk the store aisles, or 
look for ideas and inspirations in a catalogue. The point is that years 
ago, the shopping experience was limited to retail store or physical 
stores. But the rise of e-commerce and online retail has changed the 
picture. Especially while shopping for something as versatile and 
ubiquitous as a mobile phone, it is wise to go for the online stores. 
Why? Let’s see! 
 
A single platform for all revered smartphone brands 
Among all the well-known reasons, the most significant one for buying 
a smartphone online is the versatility of e-commerce platforms. When 
you visit the online stores, you can surf through almost all the reputed 
brands in one go. You can compare different models, their features, 
prices and everything and choose without the help of any store 
assistant. All you need to do is to type the model type in the search 
box, and you can see the model along with its related variants within 
no time. 
 
Reasonable Price 
Sometimes you can get impressive discounts from websites that you 
can never get online. There are special clearance sales, seasonal 
discounts and additional offers that you can grab from these websites. 
They make sense because they provide verified mobile sets with 
authentic warranty periods and they are cost-effective, indeed. 
Besides, as you can compare the price of several models at once, you 
won’t end up paying extra for a mediocre smartphone. 
 
Quick Availability 
Even after the official launch, some sets take a few weeks to be 
available in the offline stores. Nevertheless, in the case of offline 
shopping, the availability of different smartphone models is never an 



 
 

issue. Although you might have to wait for a few days for the shopping 
and delivery, you can have a smartphone in quite a lesser time. 
 
Refurbished sets 
If you have a limited budget and yet you want an incredible set, then 
you can always go for refurbished models online. You can find a wide 
selection of brands out there and as a consumer, you may rest assured 
that each model is of high quality. 
 
Detailed information 
For every set, you can get all the detailed information of features on 
the online portals. Each e-commerce site has detailed information on 
the smartphone models from which you can infer the RAM, ROM, 
camera quality, size of the phone, battery capacity and a lot of things 
that are necessary to make a purchase. 
 
Summing Up 
A vast proportion of the UK’s population believes in buying a 
smartphone online because it is convenient and less pricey. Gone are 
the days when you had to visit stores to get your dream handset, 
because now within a snap of your fingers you can order a brand new 
model of smartphone from your old one while sitting at home. So start 
shopping, and get a cell phone whose feature speaks volumes about 
your taste! 
 


